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1. INTRODUCTION
“Soldiers of the Western Front! Your great hour has arrived. Large at-
tacking armies have started against the Anglo-Americans. I do not have 
to tell you more than that. You feel it yourself. WE GAMBLE EVERY-
THING!”
—Generalfeldmarshall von Rundstedt.

DESIGNER EDITION BITTER WOODS is a two-player game depict-
ing Germany’s last offensive of late 1944 known as the “Battle of the 
Bulge.” The Campaign Game focuses on the period from 16 to 26 De-
cember when the Germans had to achieve decisive results.

1.1 Game Scale
Each game-turn represents approximately 12 hours of real time. Each 
map hex represents about 2 miles. Unit scale consists primarily of regi-
ments and brigades.

1.2 Basic Game Rules: 3.0-17.0
The Basic Game includes those rules needed to familiarize new players 
with the basic mechanics of the game. When players are comfortable 
with the mechanics of the Basic Game, they may add Optional Rules, 
Additional Random Events or Variants that will enhance the historical 
and tactical aspects of the campaign.

1.3 Optional Rules: 18.0-35.0
These rules are intended to add historical realism by introducing me-
chanics that reflect local, tactical, WWII operations in the Ardennes.

1.4 Variants: 36.0-37.0
Two Variants are included: The Peiper Alternative and German Army 
Artillery. Players may incorporate Variants separately or together. The 
Variants slightly modify the game mechanics in order to more accurately 
recreate certain aspects of the battle.
• The Peiper Alternative Variant may be used with the Campaign Game, 
the Extended Campaign Game, any of the scenarios beginning on 16AM, 
the Early German Offensive Scenario and the Southern Shoulder Alter-
native Scenario. It is not applicable to the Patton’s Relief of Bastogne 
Scenario or the Erasing the Bulge Scenario.
• The German Army Artillery Variant may be used with the campaign 
games and any of the scenarios.

1.5 Additional Random Events: 38.0
These rules incorporate events that did occur in addition to purported 
events and potential scenarios that could have occurred. They are rolled 
for on the 17AM and/or 19AM turns. Their use presents a greater 
challenge for both the Allied player and the German player, and allows 
players to experiment with alternative strategies. The Additional Random 
Events add uncertainty to the Campaign Game, the Extended Campaign 
Game, the Six-Turn scenario beginning on 16AM, the Eight-Turn sce-
nario beginning on 16AM and the Southern Shoulder Scenario. They are 
not intended for use with the Patton’s Relief of Bastogne Scenario, the 
Plan Martin Scenario or the Early German Offensive Scenario.

2. GAME EQUIPMENT
“Everything has changed in the west! Success-complete success-is now 
in our grasp!”
—Adolf Hitler.

2.1 The Map
The map shows the Ardennes region including portions of Germany, 
Luxembourg, Belgium, and France where the Battle of the Bulge was 
fought. The map illustrates the most prominent terrain features of this 
region. A grid of numbered hexagons (hexes) has been superimposed 
on the map as a means of regulating the movement and positioning of 
combat units and other playing pieces. Also located on the map is the 
Terrain Effects Chart, which specifies the movement cost for each type 
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• There is no Air Interdiction Phase.
C. RECORD KEEPING PHASE
Record the completion of a game-turn by advancing the Game Turn 
Marker one box along the Game Turn Record Track.

5. MOVEMENT
“All this big stuff is a sure sign we’re in for a fight.”
—An anonymous American officer at Clervaux.

5.1 Procedure
During the appropriate movement phase, a player may move as many 
or as few units as desired. Units are moved from hex to adjacent hex. A 
hex may never be skipped or jumped. A friendly unit may never move 
through or end movement in a hex occupied by an enemy unit.

5.2 Movement Allowances
Each ground unit has a “movement allowance” printed on the counter. 
This allowance is the maximum number of movement points (MPs) that 
may be expended during the movement phase. As each unit enters a 
hex, the unit expends MPs from its movement allowance. Unused MPs 
may not be accumulated from game-turn to game-turn, nor may they be 
transferred to other units.
GUARANTEED ONE HEX MOVEMENT: A unit, (except for the three 
German Army Artillery units - see rule 37), may always move at least 
one hex regardless of the movement cost as long as the movement is not 
into prohibited terrain, nor across prohibited hex-sides, nor from one hex 
in the ZOC of an enemy unit directly to another hex in the ZOC of the 
same enemy unit (exceptions—bridge construction, 13.3, and advance 
after combat, 9.8).

5.3 Terrain Effects on Movement
The Terrain Effects Chart located on the map identifies the types of ter-
rain and the costs incurred when moving into each type. Units expend 
MPs based on the terrain of the hex entered as explained below:
Roads: Road movement is accomplished by moving units through con-
necting road hexes. The road movement rate, except for German infantry 
and German artillery, is one-fourth of a movement point (1/4 MP) per 
hex entered, regardless of the other terrain in the hex or connecting hex-
side. German infantry and German rockets have a road movement rate of 
1/3 MP per hex entered. German corps artillery have a road movement 
rate of 1/2 MP per hex entered.
Forest: All units, except those with an armor silhouette, entering a hex 
containing a forest expend 2 MPs; those units with an armor silhouette 
are allowed in forest hexes only on roads, and they may enter and leave 
forest hexes only along the path of a road.
Example: armor units may only exit hex 0812 by moving directly into 
hex 0912.
Broken: Units entering a broken terrain hex expend 2 MPs. Broken 
terrain represents rolling hilly ground with occasional steep draws near 
running bodies of water.
Town: All units entering a town hex expend 1 MP.
Light Woods: Non-mechanized units entering a light woods hex expend 
1 MP; mechanized and artillery units expend 2 MPs. A ground freeze 
occurs beginning with the 23AM December game-turn. At this time, all 
units entering a light woods hex expend 1 MP.
Clear: Units entering a clear hex expend 1 MP. Mud conditions exist 
on the December 18AM through 19PM game-turns. During these turns, 
mechanized and artillery units entering a clear hex expend 2 MPs.
River Hex-side: Units may not cross an unbridged river hex-side unless 
they begin their movement next to the river hex-side and their first move 
is to cross that river hex-side. Units that begin the turn adjacent to an 
unbridged river hex-side may be covered with a Ford counter to indicate 
potential river crossing abilities. The rules for crossing are specific for 

also used for the Erasing the Bulge Scenario.
• The Erasing the Bulge German Set-Up Card. Lists German unit starting 
positions and reinforcements for the Erasing the Bulge Scenario.
• The Erasing the Bulge Allied Set-Up Card. Lists Allied unit starting 
positions for the Erasing the Bulge Scenario.
• The Erasing the Bulge Scenario Instructions Card with the Order of 
Battle Restrictions for Erasing the Bulge on the reverse side. Both sides 
required for play of the scenario.

2.9 The Player's Handbook
The Player's Handbook contains additional rules specific to the Extended 
Campaign Game, the Six-Turn Tournament Scenario, the Eight-Turn 
Tournament Scenario, the Plan Martin Scenario, the Patton's Relief of 
Bastogne Scenario, the Erasing the Bulge Scenario, the Southern Shoul-
der Scenario and the Early Ardennes Offensive Scenario. Also included 
in the Player’s Handbook are historical articles concerning Kampfgruppe 
Peiper and Artillery in the Ardennes.

3. PREPARE FOR PLAY
“The First Army is making a terrible mistake in leaving VIII Corps 
static, as it is highly probable that the Germans are building up east of 
them.”
—General George S. Patton.

The Allied player controls elements of the U.S. and British Armies, and 
aircraft units. The German player controls all German Army, SS, Luft-
waffe ground units, and aircraft units. Players place their “At Start” units 
on the map in accordance with their respective Order of Appearance 
Cards or Set-Up Cards. The remaining unit counters are reinforcements 
that enter the game on the game-turn specified. After completing set-up, 
play may begin.

4. SEQUENCE OF PLAY
“Auf Wiedersehen, Herr Leutnant, see you in America!”
—Anonymous soldier of 1SS to an officer of Peiper’s Group.

Each game-turn consists of a German Player Turn and an Allied Player 
Turn. The sequence of each game-turn must be strictly followed.
A. GERMAN PLAYER TURN
1. Mutual Supply Phase: Each player checks the supply status for all 
of his units in play (rule 12). The Allied player may perform air drops 
(12.5) during the mutual supply phase of the German player turn.
2. Allied Interdiction Phase: The Allied player places any available air 
units to interrupt German movement (11.3).
3. German Reserve Phase: German mechanized units may be placed in 
reserve (14.1).
4. German Movement Phase: The German player may conduct move-
ment (rule 5), build improved positions (8.1), and begin to repair bridges 
(13.3). Any German reinforcements scheduled to arrive this turn may 
enter play at this time.
5. German Combat and Demolition Phase: The German player con-
ducts combat (rule 9) in any order desired. Bridges may be blown at the 
end of this phase (13.1).
6. German Mechanized Exploitation Phase: German mechanized units 
placed in reserve (rule 14) may move their full movement allowance.
7. German Bridge Construction Phase: Bridge construction may be 
completed at this time (13.3).
B.  ALLIED PLAYER TURN
The Allied Player Turn is identical to the German Player Turn (switching 
the term German for Allied), except for the following differences:
• The Allied player may perform air drops (12.5) during the mutual sup-
ply phase of the German Player Turn.
• The Allied player may build fortifications during his movement phase.
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nized units may advance 5 hexes provided the entire advance remains on 
the road.
RESTRICTIONS:
• An advancing unit may not enter or exit hexes that it is prohibited from 
entering or exiting during normal movement.
• Artillery units may never advance after combat.
• The advancing path must first include the hex the defending unit(s) oc-
cupied. Advancing units may then deviate from the path of retreat.
• ENEMY ZOCS: An advancing unit may ignore an enemy ZOC in the 
first hex of the advance (which must be the defender’s hex), but must 
stop in the second enemy ZOC entered.
• RIVERS: Units advancing after combat may not cross an unbridged 
river hex-side unless it is the first hex of their advance. All units (except 
Panther, Tiger or Jagdtiger units) that attack across an unbridged river 
hex-side may advance no farther than the defender’s hex. Exception: 
infantry and armored infantry units that did not move in the preceding 
Movement Phase may advance after combat as far as allowed - such 
units should be marked with a Ford counter prior to combat. Infantry and 
armored infantry attacking across an unbridged Meuse River hex-side 
may advance no farther than the defender’s hex.
• HEAVY TANK UNITS AND RIVERS: German units bearing the 
Panther, Tiger or Jagdtiger silhouette may only advance across a river 
hex-side at a bridge. Armor and armored cavalry units may only advance 
across a Meuse River hex-side at a bridge.
• FOREST HEXES: Armor silhouette units may not advance into or out 
of a forest hex unless moving along a road. 

10. ARTILLERY
“We’re going in now. Let ‘er roll!”
—Lt. Colonel Abrams. 

10.1 In General
Artillery consists of two separate types, corps artillery and German 
rockets. Artillery units may use their combat strengths to either support 
attacking friendly units or support defending friendly units.
RANGE: Most corps artillery units have a range of four hexes. Corps 
artillery with a range other than four hexes are designated by a raised 
number above the corps designation. All rocket units have a range of one 
hex. Range is not affected by line-of-sight or terrain.
FREQUENCY: Allied Artillery may use their combat strength once 
during each player turn. German Artillery may use their combat strength 
only once per game-turn. Flip over an artillery counter to its “fired” side 
to designate it has already participated in combat.

10.2 Artillery Support
Both the attacker and defender may commit artillery to support their 
units in combat. There is no limit to the number of artillery units that 
may be used in any one combat.
OFFENSIVE SUPPORT: Artillery providing offensive artillery support 
add their combat strengths to the other attacking non-artillery units. To 
provide offensive support, all defending enemy units must be within 
range of the attacking artillery. Artillery providing support must do so in 
conjunction with at least one friendly mechanized class or infantry class 
unit.
DEFENSIVE SUPPORT: Artillery units providing defensive artillery 
support add their combat strengths to the defender’s side in an individual 
combat. The friendly defending unit(s) receiving support must be in 
range of the supporting artillery. The range for defensive artillery support 
is determined by including the defender’s hex, not the hex occupied by 
the attacking enemy unit.
ARTILLERY SUPPORT AND CRT RESULTS: Artillery units providing 
offensive support neither retreat or suffer combat losses when attack-
ing non-adjacent enemy units. Artillery providing defensive support 

 number of hexes leading to a friendly supply road. The supply road must 
have no hex in an enemy ZOC, unless that hex is occupied by a friendly 
unit. If any retreat debt remains, it is continued along the road toward a 
friendly source of supply.
• A unit continuing its retreat along a supply road may change to another 
supply road at an intersection or town. This may result in a unit not 
having retreated the indicated number of hexes away from its original 
position- this is legal.
• When choosing a retreat path along a supply road towards a supply 
source, players may not choose a path that will eventually require re-
treating units to jump off that supply road, if there is an alternate retreat 
path along a supply road that will not require retreating units to jump off 
that alternate supply road. Instead, the player must choose the alternate 
path.
• The requirement to retreat toward friendly supply may not dictate a 
unit’s elimination if there is an alternate retreat route available; however, 
an alternate retreat route may be chosen only if elimination would occur 
during the current combat phase.
• Retreating units may exceed their movement allowance during retreat. 
Example: A German infantry unit may retreat through two broken terrain 
hexes if required by the CRT.
• Allied armor units and German armor units bearing the Mk IV silhou-
ette may retreat across a blown bridge into a forest road hex as long as 
the road leads directly to the blown bridge hex-side being crossed.
• Allied units may retreat off the map (5.5).
RESTRICTIONS:
• Retreating units must retreat the indicated number of hexes.
• No unit may retreat into the same hex twice.
• Retreating units may not end their retreat in violation of the stacking 
rules.
• Retreating units may not enter a hex occupied by an enemy artillery 
unit or a hex in the ZOC of an enemy unit, regardless of the presence of 
a friendly unit or friendly ZOC.
PENALTIES:
• A unit that cannot retreat, has no place to retreat to, or is unable to 
retreat the indicated number of hexes is eliminated.
• German units bearing the Panther, Tiger, or Jagdtiger silhouette that 
are forced to retreat across an unbridged river hex-side are eliminated. 
Armor, armored cavalry, and artillery units forced to retreat across an un-
bridged Meuse River hex-side are eliminated. Any unit forced to retreat 
across a Meuse River cliff hex-side is eliminated. 

9.8 Advance After Combat
If the defending player is forced to retreat due to combat, the attacking 
player may advance any number of units involved in the combat. Ad-
vancing after combat must be performed immediately after the attacker 
wins a combat, and before resolving another combat.
LENGTH OF ADVANCE: The number of hexes a unit may advance 
when attacking is equal to the number of hexes the defender retreated. 
Should defending units be eliminated due to a lack of a retreat route, 
the attacking units may still advance the full number of hexes called 
for on the CRT. If the attacker retreats, defending units may advance a 
maximum of one hex.
TERRAIN EFFECTS ON ADVANCE: You may not move a unit during 
an advance after combat further than it could move during regular move-
ment. 
Example: a German infantry unit may not advance into two broken ter-
rain hexes unless utilizing a road.
ROAD BONUS: Mechanized units beginning their advance after combat 
from a road hex may advance 1.5 multiplied by the number of hexes 
called for by the CRT (round any fractions up) provided the entire ad-
vance remains on the road. 
Example: combat against a reduced regiment results in a 1D3; mecha-
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RESTRICTIONS: The hex bombarded must be adjacent to a friendly 
occupied hex, within range of the attacking artillery units, and must be 
subsequently attacked in the same combat phase. Bombardments may 
be conducted only once against a particular hex during a given combat 
phase.

21.3 Effects of Shock
Shocked units have their ERs reduced by one, and their combat factors 
halved (round any fractions up). Shocked units may not conduct Angriff 
attacks (rule 23). Shocked units not occupying a fortification must retreat 
in the combat phase if required by the CRT, regardless of the presence of 
a friendly leader unit. Leader units (rule 24) may not be shocked. Shock 
markers are removed at the end of the friendly player’s turn.

22. CHALLENGING AIR
      INTERDICTION
22.1 Procedure
German mechanized units may enter an interdicted forest road hex by 
paying two additional full movement points and stopping. If a mecha-
nized unit wishes to move into or through the interdicted hex using the 
road movement rate, it must challenge the interdiction (22.2).

22.2 Challenging the Interdiction
Roll the die after the challenging unit pays the road movement cost to 
enter the interdicted forest road hex. On a die roll of 1 or 2, the unit takes 
a step loss and must stop in the interdicted hex. On a die roll of 3 or 4, 
the unit must stop in the interdicted hex. On a die roll of 5 or 6, the unit 
may continue moving at the road movement rate. If a failed challenge 
results in a violation of the stacking limit, at the end of the movement 
phase, over-stacked units that challenged the interdiction must be elimi-
nated.

23. “Angriff aus der Bewegung”
          (ATTACK ON THE MOVE)
“We were going through fast, all guns firing, straight up the road to bust 
through before they had time to get set.”
—1st Lt. Charles Boggess in Sherman tank “Cobra King.”

COMMENTARY: Occasionally, armored units would attempt to bypass 
an enemy defensive position while friendly infantry “tied down” or oth-
erwise occupied the enemy. This attempt required significant coordina-
tion and some degree of subterfuge on the part of the attacker.

23.1 Angriff Attack Eligibility
Supplied German or Allied units may attempt an Angriff attack on odds 
of 2-1 or greater if the following conditions are met.
• Attacking units must include at least one armor/panzer unit (containing 
a silhouette) possessing an ER of 5 or greater.
• The attacker must have odds of 2-1 or greater. Should the defender 
commit defensive ground support resulting in odds less than 2-1, the 
combat must be conducted as a non-Angriff attack utilizing the standard 
CRT.
• An Angriff attack may not be selected if re-fighting an engaged battle.
• An Angriff attack may not be conducted during the 16 AM game-turn. 

23.2 Procedure
The intention to use this tactic must be announced prior to the resolution 
of combat. The attacker uses the special Angriff Attack table. All die roll 
modifiers and column shifts still apply.
MAXIMUM ODDS: Due to the sequencing of the attacker’s CRT shifts 
and die roll modifiers prior to the defender’s CRT shifts and die roll 
modifiers, no Angriff attack against a defender in forest or broken terrain 
may ever exceed 3–1 odds.

RESTRICTIONS:
• Units may not be bombarded (rule 21) in the same combat phase prior 
to an Angriff attack.
• Shocked units (21.3) may not participate in an Angriff attack.
• Neither player may commit aircraft to an Angriff attack.
• A unit advancing after an Angriff attack may not cross an unbridged 
river hex-side unless it did not move during the movement phase. 

23.3 Results
The defending unit is never retreated or forced to lose a step in an 
Angriff attack. An Angriff advance allows attacking mechanized units 
to advance in any direction except into the hex or into the ZOC of a unit 
defending in the attack. Mechanized units advancing after an Angriff 
attack must still abide by all movement, to include river hex sides, air 
interdiction, and advance restrictions, and must stop upon entering the 
first enemy ZOC. Non-mechanized attacking units may not advance at 
all, and at least one attacking infantry unit or mechanized infantry unit 
must remain adjacent to the defending unit(s).

24. LEADER UNITS
“One of the most interesting and tricky battles I have handled.”
—Field Marshal Sir Bernard Law Montgomery.

NOTE: This replaces the basic game’s reserve rule.
COMMENTARY: Leader units represent various army and corps leaders 
and their staffs. They have the ability to influence combat and dispatch 
reserves (see illustration page 3).

24.1 Leader’s Influence
The leader’s influence is the number of battles a leader may affect in any 
player’s turn.

24.2 Leader’s Range
The leader’s range represents a line of communication, in hexes, from 
the leader unit. The line of communication may be traced through any 
type of terrain, but may not be traced through an enemy ZOC unless the 
ZOC is occupied by a friendly unit.

24.3 Properties of Leader Units
Leaders may move as mechanized or non-mechanized units, interchang-
ing between the two at any time. Leaders do not count towards stacking 
limits, with the exception that only one leader may occupy a given hex. 
Leaders may advance after combat when stacked with friendly attack-
ing units. Leader units may be selected to satisfy combat losses. Leaders 
have no ZOC, no combat strength, and, if alone in a hex in an enemy 
ZOC, they are immediately eliminated.

24.4 Combat Capability
Any combat unit that is not shocked (or that is shocked and occupying 
a fortification) and is within range (24.2) of a friendly leader unit may 
take combat losses rather than retreat. If a player chooses to exercise a 
leader’s influence, the entire retreat obligation must be satisfied by com-
bat losses. The number of hexes to be retreated may not be split between 
step losses and retreated hexes. Units that participated in the combat but 
are not within the leader’s range and shocked units not occupying a forti-
fication must still retreat. A leader’s influence may be used during attack 
and, again, during defense. 
Examples: 
1. A stack of units occupying the fortified town of Bastogne incurs a 
1D2 combat result and is in range of a friendly leader unit. The stack 
must take a mandatory one combat loss and, in addition, may choose 
to remain in place and take two additional combat losses or retreat two 
hexes. 
2. The mandatory step loss may come from any of the defending units. 
Any shocked units must retreat two hexes while unshocked units and 
shocked units occupying a fortification may remain in place by absorb-
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• If placed in reserve, may ignore air interdiction and may attempt to 
ignore enemy ZOCs during its exploitation movement. This is done by 
rolling one die for each attempt to move through an enemy ZOC. On a 
die roll of 1, 2 or 3 the attempt is successful. On a 4, 5 or 6 the attempt is 
unsuccessful and the Kampfgruppe must end its movement.
• If placed in reserve, it may attack after completing all units’ exploi-
tation movement. The attack must be conducted by the Peiper unit 
alone, without friendly air support or friendly artillery support, against 
any adjacent enemy unit(s). The attack is conducted normally with all 
applicable die roll modifiers and CRT shifts. At any time during this 
attack’s advance after combat, you may convert the remaining unused 
hex advance to movement points and move Kampfgruppe Peiper through 
connecting road hexes at the road movement rate. 
EXAMPLE: From hex 1211, Peiper attacks a reduced regiment in hex 
1311. The result is a 1D3. Peiper may advance to hex 1311 and then 
advance 8 hexes along the road. 

27.2 Panzer Brigade 150
On any one game-turn from 16PM through 18PM, Panzer Brigade 150 
may attempt to ignore enemy ZOCs. This may be done only once by roll-
ing a die for the attempt to move through an enemy ZOC. On a die roll 
of 1, 2 or 3 the attempt is successful. Any other die roll and the attempt 
is unsuccessful; the unit must end its movement. A successful “Skorzeny 
Sneak” may occur in either the German movement phase or the German 
mechanized exploitation phase. It may not occur during an advance after 
combat, and must stop upon entering the first Allied ZOC. 

28. INTER-ALLIED COOPERATION
“We are going to lick the Germans here today!”
—General Ridgway, Order of the Day, 24 December, 1944. 

28.1 British Movement Restriction
The 11/29 Armor Brigade and Montgomery leader are the only British 
units that may cross the Meuse River.

28.2 Stacking Restriction
Except for the Montgomery leader, British and U.S. units may not volun-
tarily stack together.

28.3 Combat Penalty
Due to the difficulty encountered in coordinating inter-Allied operations, 
one column shift benefiting the German player is applied on the CRT for 
any combat involving both American and British non-leader units.

28.4 Artillery and Aircraft
Artillery may support any combat involving at least one unit of its own 
nationality. Allied aircraft units may support combat involving either 
friendly nationality. 

29. RANDOM EVENTS
“All you people here in this region are terrorists!”
—Peiper to M. Natalis, Stoumont.

Once during the game, at the start of the 18AM game-turn, after the 
placement of any Allied air interdiction, the German player rolls the die, 
and implements the directive.
#1: Von der Heydte (VdH) Parachute Drop Successful: The German 
player selects one non-forest, non-town hex north of the 6th Panzer 
Army boundary as the Drop Zone (DZ). He then rolls the die twice for 
each of the four VdH companies. Use the sum of the dice and reference 
the VdH Drop Matrix. The Matrix is the same as that used for Hidden 
Fuel Dumps - see Rule 25.1. The sum of the dice determines the landing 
site for each of the four companies. Each Allied unit entering a landing 
site hex occupied by a VdH company must make a die roll. 1, 2 or 3 = no 
effect. 4, 5 or 6 = unit must pay 1 additional MP to enter the hex. The Al-

lied unit attempting the hex entry must have an additional MP to expend 
prior to making the attempt. It costs the Allied player 1 additional MP to 
enter a landing site hex containing two or more VdH units (no die roll 
is required). Allied units may retreat without penalty through a hex oc-
cupied by one or more VdH units. Remove every company at the end of 
the turn that its hex has been entered by an Allied unit or the beginning 
of the 19AM game-turn, whichever occurs first.
#2: SS Atrocities Increase American Resolve: Add one to the die roll 
for all German attacks involving SS units on the next two game-turns.
#3: German Commandos Prevent Bridge Destruction: At the end of 
the German 18AM game-turn, the German player may designate one 
bridge north of the 6th Panzer Army boundary which may not be blown 
by the American player (this effect prevents demolition during the Allied 
18AM game-turn).
#4: German Commando Deception: German player selects one town 
hex north of the 6th Panzer Army boundary. For the 18AM game-turn, 
each Allied unit entering the town must make a die roll. 1, 2 or 3 = no 
effect. 4 or 5 = unit may not use road movement for remainder of turn. 6 
= unit must stop and end movement.
#5: Operation Bodenplatte Launched: At great risk, the Luftwaffe 
attempts to neutralize Allied Air Power. Each player rolls the die and 
subtracts this die roll from his next available, unused, air units, carrying 
over any excess losses to the next appropriate game-turn(s).
#6: Jagdtigers Reach the Bulge: The 653 Jagd Panzer (653 JPZ) may 
enter 18AM from any eastern board edge road hex containing a boxed 
letter. This unit does not count against stacking restrictions.

30. SCHNEE EIFEL
COMMENTARY: Without a doubt, the Schnee Eifel was the most rugged 
terrain in the Ardennes. This, in addition to the congested road net, 
limited the German breakout opportunity in this region.
RULE: On the 16AM turn, subtract one from the number of hexes that 
the Germans may advance or retreat after combat against either of the 
two Allied units in the Schnee Eifel (the 106/422 and the 106/423 regi-
ments).

31. VARIABLE SURPRISE SHIFT
NOTE: This replaces rule 15.1 in the Basic Game. For each combat 
declared on the German 16AM turn involving a German mechanized 
unit possessing an ER of 5, the German Player rolls the die to determine 
if one shift to the right occurs on the CRT. The die roll is conducted 
after the Allied player declares any supporting artillery. If the die roll is 
greater than the highest ER of the defending units, then the surprise is 
successful, and the German player receives the shift. If the die roll is less 
than or equal to the highest ER of the defending units, then no surprise is 
achieved, and no shift is received.
EXAMPLE: On 16AM, Panzer Lehr attacks the 14th Armored Cavalry. 
A die roll of 5 or 6 results in a shift to the right on the CRT. 

32. COMBINED ARMS BONUS
RULE: If an armor/panzer unit is attacking into a clear or light woods 
hex, in combination with both an infantry or mechanized infantry unit 
and an artillery unit, then the attacker receives a one column shift to the 
right on the CRT. The combination of attacking units need not occupy 
the same hex. The artillery must either provide offensive ground support 
or have successfully bombarded at least one of the defending units. The 
shift is negated if the defender occupies an improved position. 
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Peiper (15-6-5) unit. Conversely, the standard, full strength KG Peiper 
(15-6-5) unit may, in the same fashion, be broken down into the three PA 
units. This may occur at any time during a game-turn, including the com-
bat phase, for the purpose of resolving a firefight or advance or retreat 
after combat. Subsequent to unit combination or unit substitution, the 
remaining movement allowance is the least number of movement points 
remaining from among the involved units.
Example: During a German movement phase, the three PA units move 
into the same hex. In doing so, 3rd SS PzGr Battalion expends 2 MPs; 
1st SS Pz Battalion expends 3 MPs, and Abt. 501 expends 5 MPs. All 
three PA units are then substituted with the standard Peiper (15-6-5) 
unit. The unit may move no further this movement phase because Abt. 
501 expended all 5 of its MPs.
12. If any of the PA KG Peiper battalion units are reduced or eliminated, 
no replacement with the standard KG Peiper unit is allowed.

In addition to conforming to standard DBW leader rules (combat 
influence, range, movement, etc.), the Peiper leader unit operates 
with the following special rules:
1. It may only be used in conjunction with the three PA units or standard 
Peiper (15-6-5) unit. It has no influence or effect on any other German 
unit used in BW. If stacked with non-KG Peiper units that are attacked, 
it may not convert retreat hexes into step losses for the non-KG Peiper 
units. It may convert retreats into step losses only for the three PA units. 
The Peiper leader unit may be chosen as a step loss in combat only when 
stacked in the same hex with another PA unit.
2. It may move and release PA reserve status units in the same turn, 
similar to the Manteuffel and Patton leader units.
3. Any number of PA KG Peiper units, including the standard Peiper 
(15-6-5) unit, may be placed in reserve, and may move in a Mechanized 
Exploitation Phase (MEP) only if released by the Peiper leader unit or 
the Dietrich leader unit.
4. The Peiper leader unit must conform to the “within 2 hex” rules for PA 
units at the end of the MEP.
5. If the SS Atrocity Random Event is rolled, the “standard” Peiper 
leader unit must be immediately changed to the alternate “mug shot” 
Peiper leader unit. This replacement is in effect for the remainder of the 
game. The “mug shot” unit retains the same capabilities as the “stan-
dard” Peiper leader unit. 
6. The Peiper Leader unit is an exception to rule 24.3. It is free to stack 
with other leader units in the same hex.

37. GERMAN ARMY ARTILLERY
This variant adds one artillery unit counter for each of the three German 
armies and introduces army command and control for the German Corps 
Artillery and the Nebelwerfer Brigades. The German Army Artillery 
Variant may be used with the campaign games and any of the scenarios.

37.1 German Army Level Artillery Assets
These units are essentially undersized, immobile, Corps Artillery 
Groups. The army designation (XXXX) reflects their organization, not 
their size. They have guns that vary in range. They are governed by all 
rules for German Corps Artillery except as follows: they stack for free; 
they are immobile and may not move. If they are required to retreat, they 
are eliminated instead.
The starting locations for the German Army Level Artillery units are 
shown on the German Order of Appearance Card. These starting loca-
tions are identical for all applicable scenarios except the Plan Martin 
Scenario. For the Plan Martin Scenario, each of these units may be 
placed in any hex of their respective army set-up area that is not adjacent 
to an Allied combat unit.

37.2 German Artillery Command and Control 
The German Artillery Command and Control System was exceptional. 
However, during the Battle of the Bulge it was proven beyond a doubt 
that the American System was second to none. US Army Field Artillery 
units were equipped with an abundance of transport and ammunition. 
The US Army Artillery Command and Control System was vastly su-
perior with its unique Fire Direction Centers, L4 Air Observation units, 
Graphical Firing Tables, and especially it’s FM Radio Network. The 
US Army Artillery FM Radio Network allowed artillery battalions from 
neighboring Corps and Armies to be called when help was needed. No 
other country possessed the resources necessary to permit this flexibility. 
When using this variant, the flexibility of German artillery is curtailed 
in order to more accurately reflect its inferiority to the American system. 
For the first 3 days (6 game-turns), the German Corps Artillery units and 
Nebelwerfer Brigades of the 5th Panzer Army, 6th Panzer Army, and 7th 
Army must adhere to the same army boundary restrictions as German 
mechanized units. They may not violate each other’s army boundaries as 
described below.
a. The German Corps Artillery units and Nebelwerfer Brigades of the 6th 
Panzer Army may not attack into, move into, or move south of the road 
beginning at hex 0915. The German Corps Artillery units and Nebelw-
erfer Brigades of the 5th Panzer Army may move along this road and 
attack out of it, but may not move north of the road. The German Corps 
Artillery units and Nebelwerfer Brigades of both armies may use the 
road from 0613 to 0914 (inclusive).
b. The German Corps Artillery units and Nebelwerfer Brigades of the 5th 
Panzer Army and 7th Army may move along the road beginning at hex 
1129 and attack out of it, but 5th Panzer Army German Corps Artillery 
units and Nebelwerfer Brigades may not move south of the road and 
German Corps Artillery units and Nebelwerfer Brigades of 7th Army 
may not move north of the road.
c. German Corps Artillery may only provide offensive or defensive sup-
port to combat involving at least one unit of the same army designation. 
Furthermore, German Corps Artillery may only bombard enemy units 
that are adjacent to a hex containing at least one German unit of the same 
army designation.
d. The German Artillery Command and Control restrictions are removed 
beginning with the 19AM game-turn. German Corps Artillery units and 
Nebelwerfer Brigades may retreat across an army boundary but must 
conform to the army boundary rules at the earliest opportunity. Those 
German Corps Artillery units and Nebelwerfer Brigades that move west 
of an army boundary termination point prior to the 19AM game-turn are 
free to ignore the boundaries for the remainder of the game.

38. ADDITIONAL RANDOM EVENTS
For players who wish to explore additional historical subtleties associ-
ated with the Battle of the Bulge, it is recommended that these Random 
Events be used in addition to those provided in Section 29 of the rules. 
The first set of additional Random Events become possible on the Ger-
man 17AM turn. The second set of additional Random Events become 
possible on the German 19AM turn.
Players may use either or both sets of the Additional Random Events for 
the Campaign Game, the Extended Campaign Game, the Six-Turn sce-
nario beginning on 16AM, the Eight-Turn scenario beginning on 16AM 
and the Southern Shoulder Scenario. They are not intended for use with 
the Patton’s Relief of Bastogne Scenario, the Plan Martin Scenario or the 
Early German Offensive Scenario.
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This, the fifth edition of Bitter Woods, represents an evolution that first 
began with the game's initial release by The Avalon Hill Game Company 
in the summer of 1998. Since then, four editions have been published 
while attracting a large fan base through tournament play and garnering 
a number of hobby award nominations. This recognition and continued 
sales led Compass Games to contract for another edition, with additional 
and refined scenarios, plus larger size playing pieces for the benefit of 
our aging gamers. 
I have read nearly every popular account of the battle, but it was not 
until I came across a gem of a little book entitled, The Key to the Bulge, 
The Battle for Losheimergraben, by Stephen M. Rusiecki, did I realize 
that the Germans had a reasonably good chance of reaching the Meuse 
River in force. Reflecting on other Battle of the Bulge games already 
published, it was apparent that few of them truly allowed for the oppor-
tunity to exploit this possibility. Once a steady Allied player rode out a 
few initial game-turns, the accumulating tide of Allied reinforcements 
typically saw play stagnate mid-game, with the German forces far from 
their objectives. My goal was to design a highly playable, relatively fast 
moving regimental level game, within the framework of a historically 
accurate order of battle and sound map research, which would reflect the 
strategy and tactics needed for the German forces to reach and cross the 
Meuse. It was important to me to ensure whatever chrome the game of-
fered was applicable to fighting in the forested regions of the Ardennes, 
and not perceived as simply rules additions for the sake of complexity. 
For a game to be ultimately successful and played repeatedly, it must 
find the right balance between complexity and playability. 
I had the pleasure of working on past Bulge game designs with both 
Danny Parker and Bruno Sinigaglio, who are both longtime friends. It 
was with their assistance that Bitter Woods undoubtedly has the most ac-
curate order of battle of any regimental level Battle of the Bulge game. 
Primary research was conducted from records at the National Archives 
and OCMH in Washington D.C. Combat values were derived from Dan-
ny's work, which took a statistical analysis approach utilizing a linear 
regression that was both logical and well referenced. The map was drawn 
from 1944 U.S. Army series, 1 to 100,000 scale maps, and courtesy of 
Danny Parker. As an aside, Danny graciously gave me the original color 
map utilized by Hugh M. Cole to write the official U.S. history of the 
battle (dated June 1943).
Bitter Woods contains a number of noteworthy design decisions which I 
feel are of value and worth sharing:
The map depicts the primary road net in the Ardennes. Certainly there 
were a plethora of secondary and minor roads, some of which amounted 
to nothing more than dirt trails. However, attempting to deploy onto these 
numerous unpaved roads was something else again. Without the benefit 
of frozen ground, the secondary roads were often at risk of being churned 
into a quagmire of mud, particularly after a few vehicles traversed the 
ground.
Provided adequate German mechanized forces are dedicated from the 
start, the capture of St. Vith should be relatively easy. Not so with Cler-
vaux. The town, with its age-old chateau that served as the headquarters 
of the 110th Infantry, was a classic, natural fortification. The approach to 
and egress from Clervaux were narrow and treacherous under combat 
conditions. The race to Bastogne by the 2nd Panzer was lost here due to 
the gallant action of the "Bloody 110th." To encourage a historically ac-
curate town defense, Clervaux was made a permanent fort with a unique 
"bottleneck" rule.
Few Bulge games accurately depict the heroic siege and relief of Bas-
togne. In fact, most experienced Allied players prefer to abandon this 

vital road junction rather than sacrifice valuable units to a defense that 
seems to easily succumb to the first German attack. Bitter Woods encour-
ages a defense of Bastogne by providing the Allied player with a reason-
able chance of retaining the town. The German player, like his historical 
counterpart, is often torn between maintaining a western drive to the 
Meuse River or diverting a panzer corps to capturing the fortified town.
I felt one of the greater dilemmas a Bulge game designer faces is the 
breakout of Kampfgruppe Peiper. Should his infamous penetration of the 
Allied defense on the second day of the battle and headlong dash for the 
Meuse River be reflected with special rules? If so, should the breakout 
be a given or problematic? Few will argue that his boldness and tactical 
initiative were without peer in the 6th Panzer Army. Peiper's Kampfgrup-
pe was well versed in night combat. The tactic employed was simple and 
straightforward - attack at full speed with all guns blazing. The gamble 
was bold and not without risk, but the results were often stunning. This 
reputation and the fact that had he attacked Stavelot on the evening of 
the 17th, rather than waiting until the following morning, would have 
carried him through Trois Ponts and beyond, influenced me to address 
this potential. However, I did not feel circumstances warranted a guaran-
teed breakout. The net result is what I feel to be an elegant design ap-
proach that allows the players a reasonable opportunity to duplicate or 
thwart what is one of the most well-known aspects of the battle. 
Air power is relatively depicted in the game based upon the number of 
flights flown per day. For example, the Germans committed 650 fighters 
on the 17th and another 849 on the 18th to the Ardennes battlefield. A 
little known fact is that the antiquated Ju-87 Stuka dive bomber was used 
in flights of fifty aircraft during the battle. The Germans attempted to 
use their aircraft in a predominantly ground attack role. For this reason, 
only the Allied player may additionally use his aircraft for supply and 
interdiction.
Bitter Woods offers a step reduction to depict unit losses. It is not until 
the upper limits of the Combat Results Table that one experiences out-
right defender elimination. Be careful not to misinterpret the meaning 
of unit removal. U.S. units were almost always removed from the front 
at twenty percent casualties; this would represent a defender eliminated. 
Figure ten percent losses represent a flip or step reduction. For the Ger-
mans, the formula is more difficult. German soldiers had a reputation for 
attacking in the face of imminent death and futility. Americans would 
not. So defender eliminated results for the Germans would represent a 
forty to fifty percent loss, or double U.S. losses.
Both sides were capable of building and destroying bridges and did both 
on multiple occasions throughout the battle. The primary research ques-
tion is just what were the German bridge building capabilities? The Ger-
mans had two types of bridging equipment available, Brückengerät 
(bridge column) B and J. The J type was for heavier bridges, which were 
actually trestle bridges, unlike the pontoon B type. The J type could sup-
port tanks. If one adds up the numbers, there were eight J type columns 
distributed among the three armies and en route to Army Group B. The 
engineering capacity within each army also had to be considered. The 
net result was to limit the German player to eight tank-bearing bridges, 
no more and no less.
I believe that designing appropriate movement capabilities within the 
confines of the Ardennes battlefield represented my greatest conundrum. 
At the forefront of my mind was the keen desire to retain playability. Did 
I really want to task players with keeping track of movement costs to 
enter and leave an enemy zone of control, in addition to penalizing units 
for stacking, or could movement costs more easily be reflected by simply 
paying terrain costs? For the Allies, transportation and supply activities 
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